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Xavier Garcia Esteve is the new manager of PLUTA’s
branch offices in Spain. The attorney and business
management expert has more than 20 years of expertise in
insolvency administration and corporate restructuring. He
is regularly appointed insolvency administrator by Spanish
courts, especially in Madrid and Barcelona. Previously, the
Spanish qualified attorney (abogado) worked in an
international business law firm and as an insolvency
administrator, in addition to having worked for several
years in the risk department of a bank.

Mr Xavier Garcia Esteve studied law at the University of
Barcelona and holds two Master’s degrees, one in
Corporate Finance and another in Financial Management.
He is 45 years old, speaks Spanish, Catalan, English and
French and is a member of different national and
international associations such as the Barcelona Bar
Association, INSOL Europe and INSOL International.

The new branch manager said, “I am strongly interested in
the complex interlinking between business and law and the
restructuring of crisis-stricken companies. PLUTA has an
excellent reputation. I look forward to working for this
company with the local team here in Spain.” A total of eight
persons now work in the Madrid and Barcelona offices: six
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attorneys, a business management expert and a team
assistant.

PLUTA managing director Dr Maximilian Pluta said, “We
are delighted to welcome Xavier Garcia Esteve to our
Spanish team. This means that our local subsidiary now
has an additional insolvency administration and
restructuring expert. We really have a strong team in
Spain.” Mr Ivo-Meinert Willrodt, as the coordinator of
PLUTA’s activities in the BTG Global Advisory international
network, added: “The Spanish colleagues have a high level
of professional skills and have managed a large number of
major proceedings. PLUTA continues to consolidate its
position in this country.”

PLUTA supports its Spanish clients in all matters involving
business and insolvency law. Since 2005, PLUTA has been
represented in Spain by its own company, PLUTA
Abogados y Administradores Concursales, SLP, which is
headquartered in Madrid and has a branch office in
Barcelona.
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